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Abstract

The filoviruses, Ebola and Marburg, are two of the most pathogenic viruses, causing lethal hemorrhagic fever in humans. Recent discoveries suggest that filoviruses, along with other phylogenetically or functionally related viruses, utilize a complex mechanism of replication exploiting multiple cellular components including lipid rafts, endocytic compartments, and vacuolar protein sorting machinery. In this review, we summarize these recent findings and discuss the implications for vaccine and therapeutics development.
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1. Introduction

The filoviruses Ebola (EBOV) and Marburg (MARV) are non-segmented negative-strand RNA viruses that cause severe hemorrhagic fever in humans and non-human primates. High mortality rates, significant transmissibility of disease, and lack of therapeutic and preventive measures make filoviruses a serious potential threat to public health. Natural outbreaks, although still fairly limited, have been on the rise in recent years (www.who.int/disease-outbreak-news/disease_indices/ebol_index.html). Reportedly, the former USSR had developed a weaponized form of MARV, giving rise to the concern that these highly pathogenic viruses can be used as agents of mass casualty or bioterrorism [1].

The 19-kb genome of filoviruses consists of seven genes: nucleoprotein (NP), viral proteins VP35, VP40, glycoprotein (GP), VP30, VP24 and RNA polymerase (L), encoding seven proteins in MARV and eight proteins in EBOV. The additional Ebola protein is a secreted truncated form of the envelope glycoprotein (sGP) generated by reading of unedited mRNA. The ribonucleoprotein complex consists of NP, VP35, VP30, and L [2]. This nucleocapsid is surrounded by an envelope, which originates from cellular membranes. A lattice of the matrix protein VP40 and possibly VP24 lies between the nucleocapsid and this envelope. The only viral protein detected so far on the surfaces of virus and infected cells is GP, which also appears to be the principal (but not the only) target of protective immune responses [2].

One obstacle in the development of preventive and therapeutic strategies against filoviruses is a limited understanding of the function of viral proteins and the molecular details of the interaction of virus and infected host cell. In recent years, more attention has been given to the molecular mechanisms of filovirus pathogenesis. Additionally, many lessons can be inferred from the more intensely studied viruses of the same order, Mononegavirales, such as paramyxoviruses and rhabdoviruses. Recent findings on the structure of fusion domains as well as the role of lipid rafts in viral life cycle also suggest interesting similarities between filoviruses and retroviruses. Summarizing the recent progress on filovirus research and related mechanisms in other viruses, in this review, we will focus on the molecular mechanisms of filovirus entry, assembly and budding, as well as modulation of cellular signaling by viral proteins. For the mechanism of RNA replication and transcription, we refer readers to recent publications [3–5].
The filoviruses, Ebola and Marburg, are two of the most pathogenic viruses, causing lethal hemorrhagic fever in humans. Recent discoveries suggest that filoviruses, along with the phylogenetically or functionally related viruses, utilize a complex mechanism of replication, exploiting multiple cellular components, including lipid rafts, endocytic compartments, and vacuolar protein-sorting machinery. In this review, we summarize these recent findings and discuss the implications for vaccine and therapeutics development.
2. Viral entry

2.1. Viral receptors

Filoviruses appear to enter cells through interaction with specific cell surface receptors [6]. Target cells include myeloid cells such as monocyte/macrophages, dendritic cells, hepatocytes, and endothelial cells [2]. In contrast, lymphocytes are resistant to filovirus infections [2,7]. Although information on the nature of cellular receptors for filoviruses is limited, such receptor(s) appear to be protein(s), most likely glycosylated, with a lineage-restricted expression pattern [8,9]. Due to the highly pathogenic nature of filoviruses and their classification as biosafety level-4 agents, detailed entry studies for these viruses have been only performed by pseudotyping. Using such an approach, folate receptor α (FRα) was recently identified as a cofactor for filovirus entry [7]. FRα renders Jurkat cells permissive to filovirus GP-pseudotyped HIV, although these FRα-expressing cells are poorly infected by live virus [7]. While blocking FRα in this reconstitution system inhibits pseudovirus entry, attempts to block significantly the wild-type filoviral entry of naturally permissive cells were unsuccessful (A. Schmaljohn, unpublished observations). Moreover, some permissive cells such as hepatocytes either do not express FRα or express it at low levels [7]. Therefore, FRα does not seem to be “the” filovirus receptor, but rather a redundant cofactor that might be essential only under certain circumstances. Filoviruses may utilize a combination of receptors and cofactors with a certain level of redundancy, analogously to HIV. It must be noted that data obtained with pseudotypes cannot be entirely extrapolated to the authentic virus. Pseudotypes normally possess a morphology similar to the parental virus rather than the virus from which the envelope protein originates. For example, vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) pseudotyped with Ebola GP is morphologically identical to VSV [8]. As a result of distinct morphology, the conformation and array of glycoprotein molecules on pseudotyped particles can be quite different from authentic virus, and this may affect their interaction with cellular receptors and the entry process. Therefore, it is important to confirm pseudotype experiments in live virus infections. Taken together, and despite recent progress, the full nature of filovirus receptor(s) remains unresolved. Novel approaches such as proteomics may prove useful in the search for such receptors. The recent finding that filoviruses utilize lipid rafts for entry may restrict this search to a small subset of cellular proteins.

2.2. Mechanism of entry and role of lipid rafts

Most virus families utilize the cellular endocytic machinery for initial entry and trafficking into sites of replication [10]. These mechanisms mainly include clathrin- or caveolae-mediated endocytosis, resulting in the inclusion of the virus in endosomes. These viruses then use penetration or membrane fusion to release their genomes into the cytoplasm. Other enveloped viruses such as HIV fuse directly with the plasma membrane [11]. Two studies performed with pseudotypes suggest that filoviruses use acidified endosomes for viral entry, since neutralization of the endosomal pH significantly reduces infectivity [9,12]. However, direct association of these viruses with endosomes has not been demonstrated. Moreover, these findings have yet to be verified in live virus infections.

Cholesterol-enriched regions in the lipid bilayer have been recently defined that adopt a physical state referred to as liquid-ordered phase (l_o), displaying reduced fluidity and the ability for lateral and rotational mobility [13]. These low-density, detergent-insoluble microdomains, known as lipid rafts, accommodate a selective set of molecules such as gangliosides, glycosphingolipids, glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins, and several signaling molecules [13]. By virtue of this specific composition and physical compartmentalization, rafts play a critical role in several cellular functions, including signal transduction [13]. There is accumulating evidence that certain pathogens such as HIV, influenza virus, and SV40 use the ordered environment of cholesterol-enriched lipid rafts on the plasma membrane for cellular entry [14]. A requirement for cholesterol has also been shown for the entry of mycobacterium and Sindbis virus [14].

Our recent studies suggest a critical role for lipid rafts in filovirus entry [15]. Brief treatment of the cells with filipin and nystatin, agents known to disperse cholesterol and disrupt the integrity of lipid rafts, partially inhibited the cellular entry of EBOV and MARV [15]. Our recent unpublished observations also indicate that blocking cholesterol synthesis reduces the infectivity of filoviruses. Using HIV pseudotyped with EBOV and MARV glycoproteins, Empig and Goldsmith [16] also recently reported the association of filovirus entry with caveolae, a specialized form of rafts. In this study, the entry of pseudotypes was inhibited by PMA, an inhibitor of caveolae invagination, as well as raft-disrupting agents [16]. In addition, the kinetics of pseudotype entry was shown to be slower than that of VSV, which enters the cells through clathrin-coated pits. The slow entry rate is a characteristic of caveolae-mediated endocytosis [16]. These authors also demonstrate the colocalization of filovirus pseudotypes with caveolae [16].

The requirement of lipid rafts for viral entry may be a result of localization of receptors and cofactors in these microdomains. The HIV receptor CD4, its coreceptor CXCR4, molecules favoring HIV infection such as glycosphingolipids, and CD44 [14] as well as the SV40 receptor MHC class I [17] reside in lipid rafts. Interestingly, the proposed filovirus cofactor FRα is a raft-associated glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored protein [18]. Rafts may therefore promote viral entry by concentrating the viral receptors and facilitating virus binding via efficient ligation of these receptors by multimeric glycoprotein. However, the compartmentalization of viral entry may provide additional advantages for the pathogens. Accumulation of viral recep-
tors in the ordered environment of lipid rafts may promote lateral assemblies at the plasma membrane required for productive infections, concentrate the necessary cytosolic and cytoskeletal components, and enhance the fusion process by providing energetically favorable conditions. Furthermore, lipid rafts may provide a level of regulation for the entry process. It is known that caveolae do not internalize under normal culture conditions \[19\]. Ligation of caveolae by viral coat proteins can act as a specific trigger for the internalization of these domains as shown for SV40 \[20\]. It is therefore conceivable that some microorganisms may have evolved to exploit lipid microdomains, thereby acquiring a major survival advantage.

Taken together, the recent data strongly suggest a role for lipid rafts and caveolae in filovirus entry. Importantly, we have demonstrated this requirement for the authentic Marburg and Ebola viruses \[15\]. However, more detailed studies are needed to fully characterize the underlying mechanisms. The fact that disruption of lipid rafts can interfere with filovirus entry suggests that the integrity of these compartments or their components may be potential therapeutic targets against filovirus infections. Further characterization of the raft composition during host-virus interaction, for instance by proteomic analysis, should aid in identifying such potential targets.

2.3. Structural features of GP and implications for viral fusion

The glycoproteins of EBOV and MARV consist of two components, GP1 and GP2, which are generated by furin-mediated proteolysis and linked by disulfide bonds \[21\]. GP1 is considered the primary receptor-binding subunit, while GP2 provides the transmembrane anchor as well as the fusion domain \[2\]. In part, the receptor-binding role of GP1 is inferred from the mapping of most neutralizing antibodies to EBOV and MARV to domains of GP1 \[22,23\]. The GPs of the four subtypes of EBOV have approximately 60% sequence identity, whereas the identity between the Marburg and Ebola GPs is approximately 30% \[Fig. 1\]. The organization of the two components is similar to that of other glycoproteins involved in membrane fusion such as those of paramyxoviruses and retroviruses \[21\]. According to the current model, the activation energy for membrane fusion is provided by conformational changes in the GP molecule, resulting in the accessibility of the trimeric fusion domain \[24\]. Consistent with this model, Ebola GP2 has been shown to form a rod-shaped trimer. The structure of the extracellular region of Ebola GP2 has been determined by X-ray crystallography \[25\]. The ectodomain consists of an N-terminal helix (residues 51–94) and a C-terminal helix (residues 114–133) \[Fig. 2\]. In the trimeric complex, the three N-terminal helices form a coiled coil similar to HIV GP41. The C-terminal helix folds back on this coiled coil by packing along the grooves of the core helices to form a six-helix-bundle hairpin structure \[25\]. The region connecting the two helices (residues 94–114) contains an eight-residue loop created by a disulfide bridge highly homologous to murine Moloney leukemia virus \[25\]. This interhelical loop adopts a sophisticated structure, suggesting that its function may go beyond simply linking the two helices. The presence of the putative cysteine residue linking GP1 and GP2 (Cys 108) in this region implies that this structure may relay signals from the receptor-binding subunit to GP2 to induce the necessary conformational changes. Although conformational changes in GP2 have not yet been directly demonstrated, the striking structural homology with retroviral and HA fusion domains strongly suggests that filoviruses may also utilize such a mechanism.

While no direct evidence for membrane fusion between filoviruses and receptive cells has been reported thus far, two alternative models based on homology to influenza ectodomains were proposed \[25\]. In the first model, the rod-shaped trimeric conformation observed in the crystal structure represents both the prefusion and postfusion states of the ectodomain. In the prefusion state, the N- and C-termini of the ectodomain are inserted into the cellular and viral membranes, respectively, juxtaposing the two membranes. The membrane fusion then relieves the high level of stress imposed on the structure in this state. A second model, also called the umbrella model, is now commonly accepted as the fusion mechanism for HIV \[24\]. Evidence for this model stems from the observation that peptides corresponding to the core coiled coil and the C-terminal helix of GP41 are capable of inhibiting viral fusion \[24\]. According to this model, in the prefusogenic state, the ectodomain is not accessible \[Fig. 3\]. Upon receptor binding, a conformational change is induced, resulting in exposure of the fusion peptide to the cellular membrane and opening of the hairpin structure \[24\]. In this hypothetical intermediate state, the hydrophobic grooves of the coiled coil as well as the C-terminal helix are
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**Fig. 1.** Overview of sequence identity between glycoproteins of different strains of Marburg and Ebola viruses.

**Fig. 2.** Organization of structural units of the Ebola GP2 molecule.
unoccupied, explaining the ability of the peptide homologs to inhibit fusion. Folding of the C-terminal helix back to the core results in juxtaposition of the viral and cellular membranes, leading to fusion. Based on the high degree of structural conservation between retroviruses and filoviruses in the ectodomain, it is plausible to predict a similar mechanism for filovirus entry. However, more detailed molecular studies are needed to substantiate this model. While the trigger for the conformational switch in HIV (receptor and coreceptor binding) and influenza (low pH) are known, the nature of such a stimulus in filoviruses remains elusive. Identifying the receptor(s) for filoviruses and solving the structure of GP1 will greatly help us understand the mechanism of entry by filoviruses and thus remain a high priority in filovirus research.

Beside the hairpin structure of the ectodomain, recent reports indicate the presence of another structural motif in the ectodomain critical for membrane fusion. A membrane proximal, tryptophan-rich region was identified in gp41 that promotes membrane fusion [26]. Deletion of this region abrogated the viral fusion without affecting the receptor binding [26]. It was recently reported that this region interacts with the raft components cholesterol and sphingomyelin, suggesting a role for this sequence in raft domain targeting of the glycoprotein [27]. Interestingly, a tryptophan-rich sequence also precedes the transmembrane domain of Ebola and Marburg GP2, suggesting another level of functional similarity between filoviruses and retroviruses. Hydrophobic-at-interface moment analysis of the pre-TM region of Ebola GP2 (140–157) suggests that this region may generate one face with strong affinity for membranes, if folded as an α-helix [28]. This study demonstrates that EBOV pre-TM is able to perturb the integrity of sphingomyelin-containing bilayers [28]. This mechanism might be involved in the preparation of viral envelope for fusion with plasma membrane. A previously reported toxic effect of GP expression [29] may also relate to such membrane destabilizing. More direct studies, in particular mutational analyses in the context of virus-like particles (VLPs) or reverse genetics are needed to understand the function of this region in filovirus pathogenesis.

There has been some encouraging progress in the development of peptide-based fusion inhibitors against HIV [24]. Given the structural similarities in the ectodomain of these viruses, the pre-TM and the helical structures of GP2 must be thoroughly evaluated as potential drug targets for therapeutic intervention against filoviruses.

3. Viral assembly and budding

The generation of mature virions requires the assembly of the nucleocapsid (NC), followed by its encapsulation by an envelope derived from cellular membranes that heavily incorporates viral matrix and glycoprotein. In this section, we will first discuss the recent finding on the assembly of the filovirus NC and then the mechanisms involved in packaging and release of the mature virions.

3.1. Assembly of nucleocapsid

Our knowledge of the mechanism of filovirus assembly is very limited, in part due to the restrictions associated with working with these pathogens. The studies published in the past few years suggest that, upon replication in the cytoplasm, the assembled viral particles bud from the plasma membrane [2]. However, the exact site and mechanism of nucleocapsid assembly is poorly understood. The ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex consists of four proteins: NP, VP30, VP35, and L. NP, VP35, and L are absolutely essential for transcription and genome replication, whereas VP30 seems to play a regulatory function during transcription [3,5]. VP24 has also been suggested to be loosely associated with RNP, since, in contrast to VP40, it was not completely removed from purified RNP under isotonic conditions [30]. The RNP complex can be visualized by electron microscopy [31] and immunofluorescence [32] in infected cells as cytoplasmic...
viral inclusions. However, little is known about the location of these inclusions with respect to subcellular compartments.

A recent study by Huang et al. sheds some new light on the mechanism of NC formation. Using a reconstitution system in 293T cells, these authors demonstrated that the expression of VP35, VP24 and NP is necessary and sufficient for the formation of intracellular Ebola nucleocapsid particles [33]. Expression of these proteins resulted in formation of large numbers of filamentous particles filling most of the cytoplasm that failed to bud from the cells [33]. Fractionation of these particles revealed that NP and VP35 were the main components of the structures [33], suggesting that VP24 may only play a transient role catalyzing the formation of RNP. This is consistent with the reported loose association of VP24 with RNP [30]. Interestingly, the formation of NC particles appeared to require O-glycosylation and siylation of NP [33], a posttranslational modification that was not previously recognized. It remains to be seen if the same modifications are critical in the context of live virus infection.

Upon successful nucleocapsid assembly, which is concurrent with the completion of the replication process, it is important to terminate the polymerase activity. It has been shown for respiratory syncytial virus that, late in the infection, the matrix protein (M) associates with the RNP, resulting in termination of polymerase activity. No such studies on filoviruses have been published, in part due to lack of an in vitro enzymatic assay for filovirus RNA polymerase. However, based on the close functional relationship between filoviruses and paramyxo-viruses, it is conceivable that MARV and EBOV VP40 may also play such a role late in the process of NC formation. Establishing a polymerase assay for filoviruses will greatly enhance our ability to study the detailed mechanisms involved in RNP assembly.

3.2. Assembly and budding of mature virion

Electron microscopy studies strongly suggest that filovirus assembly and budding take place at the plasma membrane [2,31]. Matrix proteins play a critical role in the assembly and budding of many enveloped viruses [34]. A common feature of the negative-strand RNA viruses is that their matrix proteins typically associate both with the membrane and the RNP, providing a link between the assembly of NC and mature virion [34]. Ebola VP40 has been shown to interact with the plasma membrane [35,36] and Marburg VP40 has been detected both at the plasma membrane and endocytic compartments [32]. Presumably, VP40 is associated with cytoplasmic faces of membrane, but a recent report also asserts that two monoclonal antibodies to VP40 are capable of mediating complement-dependent lysis of infected cells [37]. Multiple functional motifs can be recognized in VP40 that point toward a complex set of interactions with cellular machineries. Therefore, understanding the function of VP40 is essential for delineating the mechanism of viral assembly and budding.

3.2.1. Structural features of VP40

Ebola and Marburg VP40 consist of 326 and 303 amino acids, respectively. There is a 29% sequence homology between the two proteins. No significant homology exists to the matrix proteins of other negative-strand RNA viruses. Several motifs of interest can be recognized in VP40. These include the viral late domains PTAP (only in EBOV) and PPXY at the N-terminus, a third putative late-domain motif YXXL in EBOV, and several conserved potential SH3 binding sites [Fig. 4]. Several hydrophobic and positively charged residues in the C-terminal half of the protein appear to mediate the membrane association of VP40 [36].

The crystal structure of Ebola VP40 shows that the protein consists of two domains both folding into similar β-sandwich structures [38]. Each domain consists of six antiparallel β-strands arranged in two β-sheets with an α-helix packed laterally against the β-sheets [Fig. 5] [38]. The domains are linked by an untraceable flexible linker [Fig. 5]. In addition, two loops linking the β8-α5 and α7-β11 as well as the terminal five amino acids in the C-terminal domain are highly disordered, suggesting high degree of flexibility in these regions [38]. Consistent with biochemical studies [36], the structure of the C-terminal domain exhibits large solvent-exposed hydrophobic residues in areas mostly conserved between EBOV and MARV [38]. However, the N-terminal domain may also contribute to membrane association by providing a positively charged patch [Fig. 5] [38]. More detailed mutational analysis is needed to fully characterize the membrane binding properties of VP40.

The two domains of Ebola VP40 are loosely packed together with only a few side-chain interactions and a hydrophobic zipper [38]. Interestingly, the C-terminus packs onto the interdomain interface [Fig. 5]. This loose interface and its peculiar architecture suggest that it may serve an important role in VP40 function. Truncating the C-terminus at position K212 results in spontaneous hexamerization of purified VP40 into ring-like structures and loss of bilayer association [36], suggesting that the C-terminal domain in the resolved monomeric structure may be a hindrance for oligomerization.
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**Fig. 4.** Organization of functional motifs in EBOV and MARV VP40 proteins.
of VP40, believed to be important for viral assembly [38]. There is no evidence for proteolytic cleavage of VP40 during infection; however, conformational changes in vivo may remove this constraint, resulting in VP40 oligomerization during viral assembly. Indeed, Scanianimanico et al. [39] recently demonstrated that hexamerization can be induced by destabilization of the interdomain interface by urea treatment or truncation of the C-terminal seven residues that pack onto the interface, or through binding of full-length VP40 to liposomes in vitro. These data suggest that residues 319-326 of VP40 contribute to stability of interdomain interactions, consistent with the structural data, and that a conformational change in vivo may remove this constraint during assembly. Based on these findings, these authors suggest the following three-step model for the involvement of VP40 in EBOV assembly: (i) contact of VP40 with lipid bilayer, (ii) conformational change in VP40 with the movement of the C-terminal domain with respect to the N-terminal, resulting in hexamerization, and (iii) formation of a lattice at the membrane by oligomerized VP40 via contacts between the bridging C-terminal domains and interactions with the cytoplasmic tail of GP. This model has yet to be substantiated by rational mutational analyses, based on the structural data, using VLP formation assays and reverse genetics.

3.2.2. Assembly of GP and VP40 and role of lipid rafts

The process of virus assembly and budding at the cellular membranes requires an accumulation of viral components including nucleocapsid, matrix and envelope glycoprotein in an orchestrated manner, concurrent with structural changes in the plasma membrane [34]. This process is obviously dependent on a precise coordination of the involved components. Recently, several reports indicated the involvement of lipid rafts in the assembly and release of different viruses [14]. Based on a raft-localization signal at the C-terminus of filovirus GPs, we hypothesized a role for lipid rafts in the filovirus life cycle and recently demonstrated that both EBOV and MARV indeed use these microdomains for viral assembly and release [15]. Both after transient expression of filovirus GPs as well as in EBOV- and MARV-infected cells, we observed significant association of viral proteins with lipid rafts [15]. We also demonstrated that the released virions incorporate the raft-associated molecule GM1, but not transferrin receptor, a protein excluded from lipid rafts, suggesting that rafts represent the final gateway for the exit of mature virions [15]. In this regard, the filovirus assembly seems to resemble the assembly of related paramyxoviruses as well as unrelated retroviruses. Rafts have been implicated in the assembly of HIV [14], measles [40], Sendai virus [41] and respiratory syncytial virus [42]. Given the negligible sequence homology in the structural proteins of these viruses, it is conceivable that these viruses may use distinct strategies to take advantage of the specialized environment of lipid rafts.

In retroviruses, the raft localization of the assembly complex is regulated by the association of N-terminally acylated Gag proteins [14]. There is no such acylation site in filovirus VP40. However, filoviral GPs possess dual palmitoylation sites at the end of transmembrane domain (Cys 670 and Cys 672) [43]. Therefore raft localization of VP40 may be dependent on GP or on other structural features of VP40 not previously recognized as raft targeting entities. Consistent with a possible role for GP, we observed a far more efficient release of Ebola VLPs from 293T cells when both GP and VP40 were expressed concurrently, as opposed to expression of VP40 alone [15]. VLPs generated in this manner exhibit a striking similarity to the authentic virus with typical glycoprotein spikes [Fig. 6], suggesting that this process closely resembles the assembly and release of EBOV. It is not known where the assembly of GP and VP40 takes place. Since a fraction of GP resides outside the rafts, probably in a dynamic exchange with the rafts, this pool of GP might be involved in the initial contact with VP40. This interaction and subsequent movement to the rafts may, at the same time, induce a conformational change in VP40, resulting in dissociation of the C-terminal domain from the non-raft membrane and thus removing the constraints on the formation of VP40 hexamers required for viral assembly. In this regard, it is important to know whether the raft-associated VP40 is predominantly hexameric. The unique lipid composition of rafts may facilitate molecular events leading to hexamerization, and hexameric VP40 may expose a surface with increased affinity for raft lipids. More biophysical studies are needed to understand the nature of the interactions between VP40 and raft components.

In several viruses, matrix proteins interact with the cytoplasmic tail of envelope glycoprotein [34]. There are no studies showing a direct interaction between filovirus VP40 and rafts.
and GP. Our recent findings indicate that Ebola GP can form VLPs with Marburg VP40 and vice versa (Swenson et al., manuscript in preparation). Since there is no sequence homology between the short cytoplasmic tails of Ebola and Marburg GPs, these findings make a direct interaction mechanism highly unlikely. However, it is possible that the interaction occurs not with the cytoplasmic tail, but rather with the transmembrane region. This would require an insertion of parts of VP40 into the plasma membrane. Although there is no direct evidence supporting such a mechanism, given the recent report on the complement-mediated lysis of infected cells with anti-VP40 antibodies [37], this potential mechanism might be worth more in-depth investigation. It has been shown for VSV that a fraction of the M protein associates with the NC, while another fraction is targeted to the plasma membrane along with the VP40 [48]. Similarly, influenza M1 protein interacts with both membrane and RNP [49]. In this regard, data published by Kolesnikova et al. may suggest that the different pools of VP40 link the NC formation with the assembly of envelope, exploiting the endocytic machinery in this process. The nature of the interaction between VP40 and NC remains unknown. The association of VP40/NC complex with the VP40 lattice at the membrane might be governed by homotypic interactions between VP40 molecules.

3.2.3. Role of endocytic pathway

Recently, Kolesnikova et al. [32] reported the association of Marburg VP40 with components of the endocytic pathway. In this study, different pools of VP40 were shown to associate with nucleocapsid-containing viral inclusion, with intracellular membranes mainly in the form of multivesicular bodies (MVBs), and the plasma membrane, the latter two pools being free of NP [32]. The amount of VP40 in viral inclusions was seven times less than in mature virions, suggesting that different pools of VP40 contribute to the final particle [32]. It has been shown for VSV that a fraction of the M protein associates with the NC, while another fraction is targeted to the plasma membrane along with the VP40 [48]. Similarly, influenza M1 protein interacts with both membrane and RNP [49]. In this regard, data published by Kolesnikova et al. may suggest that the different pools of VP40 link the NC formation with the assembly of envelope, exploiting the endocytic machinery in this process. The nature of the interaction between VP40 and NC remains unknown. The association of VP40/NC complex with the VP40 lattice at the membrane might be governed by homotypic interactions between VP40 molecules.

The finding that MARV VP40 is associated with the MVB suggests that filoviruses may use endosomal vesicles as sites of sorting and assembly. However, no association of NC with MVBs was demonstrated [32]. It should be noted that the endosome-associated VP40 may be destined for degradation, although detection of endocytic markers in released virions suggests that this pool may be part of the assembly complex [32]. Although the endocytic pathway is mainly involved in endocytosis and the recycling of receptors, several viral proteins, including CMV proteins [50] and the replicative machinery of alphaviruses, have been shown to associate with endocytic vesicles [51]. The M protein of Sendai virus has also been detected in intracellular membrane fractions [52]. Furthermore, the viral late domain YXXL is known to associate with AP2, a critical component of the endocytic pathway [53]. Another line of evidence for endocytic pathway involvement stems from the observation that ubiquitin ligases interact with viral matrix proteins. MVBs have been proposed to act as intermediates in the receptor recycling pathways [54]. Endosomal recycling and fusion of intracellular vesicles with the plasma membrane can circulate viral assembly complexes between the plasma membrane and the endosomal-lysosomal compartments. Recycling endosomes are also linked to several cellular signaling pathways, such as small GTPases and cytoskeletal proteins [54]. This may enable the VPs to affect the cellular signaling in favor of efficient viral replication. It is intriguing that raft lipids are found in recycling endosomes [55], thus providing a possible link to the raft domains as the site of terminal assembly.

Fig. 6. Electron microscopic picture of VLPs generated by EBOV GP and VP40. In the upper panel, the GPs on the surface of VLPs are visualized by immunogold staining.
Endocytic compartments are enriched in signaling proteins with multiple protein-protein interaction domains, especially SH3 and PDZ domains. The presence of multiple conserved proline-rich motifs in VP40 suggests that such interactions might be involved in the exploitation of the endocytic pathway by filoviruses. Further evidence for involvement of the endocytic pathway in filovirus assembly stems from the study of viral late domain and is discussed below.

3.2.4. Role of viral late domains and protein sorting machinery

Viral late domains (L) were initially identified in retroviral Gag proteins and later in a number of other viruses, including rhadbo- and filoviruses [56]. Mutation of these domains causes a block late in the assembly process, resulting in inhibition of virus budding. L domains contain characteristic motifs involved in protein-protein interactions [56]. Three motifs have been recognized in L domains: PPXY, PT/SAP, and YXXL [56]. The best-characterized interactions include PTAP/TSG101 [57], PPXY with WW domains [58] and YXXL binding to AP2 [53]. Both Marburg and Ebola VP40 contain PPXY motifs at the N-terminus. Ebola VP40 also has a PTAP motif that overlaps with PPEY at the N-terminus as well as a YXXL motif in the C-terminal domain. A few studies have addressed the role of PPXY and PTAP, but there has been no report on the functional significance of YXXL in Ebola VP40.

The PPEY motif of Ebola VP40 binds to Nedd4 ubiquitin ligase in vitro Far-Western assays [44] but association in intact cells and in the course of infection has not been demonstrated. Mutation of this motif abrogated both the Nedd4 binding as well as cellular release of VP40, suggesting a role for this interaction in viral budding [44]. This study also shows that VP40 can be ubiquitinated in vitro by Rsp5p, a yeast ortholog of Nedd4 [44]. However, ubiquitination of VP40 has not been demonstrated in vivo. While multi-ubiquitination, depending on the position of polymeric linkage, can destine proteins either for proteosome-mediated degradation or toward signaling pathways, monoubiquitination is involved in sorting of proteins from endocytic or biosynthetic pathways into budding vesicles such as MVBs and late endosomes [59]. Several viral matrix proteins are evidently ubiquitinated, and depletion of cellular ubiquitin inhibits retrovirus and rhadovirus budding [56]. More studies are needed to delineate the role of the ubiquitin system in the filovirus replication cycle. However, given the published observations and the similarity between viral budding and intracellular vesicular budding, it seems logical that viruses may exploit this machinery to their advantage.

Recently, TSG101, a ubiquitin enzyme variant (UEV) domain-containing protein, was shown to interact with the PTAP motif of HIV Gag [56]. The N-terminal UEV domain of TSG101 binds PTAP peptide with intermediate affinity (27 μM) [57]. Inhibition of TSG101 expression by RNA interference [57] or overexpression of its UEV domain resulted in significant inhibition of HIV replication [60]. TSG101 is a key component of the vacuolar protein sorting (vps) pathway, in which proteins undergo a process of sorting through endosomal compartments for eventual destination for lysosomal degradation [61]. TSG101 functions as part of a large complex called ESCRT-I [62]. This complex selects mono- and di-ubiquitinated cargo originating from either the Golgi or the endocytic pathway for incorporation into lumen of MVBs [62]. The ATPase Vps4 provides the energy for disassembly of this complex, allowing multiple rounds of sorting [63]. Interestingly, a dominant-negative Vps4 mutant can inhibit the HIV release from cells [57]. Martin-Serrano et al. [35] recently reported an interaction between Ebola VP40 and TSG101 in yeast two-hybrid assays, and recruitment of TSG101 to plasma membrane in VP40 transfected cells. A recent report shows that both PTAP and PPEY motifs are essential for release of Ebola VP40 VLPs [47]. The authors also assert that the function of VP40 late domain is independent of its position, since it is still functional when moved to the C-terminus [47]. However, these conclusions are complicated by the fact that in the mutant used in this study, the C-terminal 10 amino acids are also deleted, a region known to be important for interdomain interactions of VP40 [39]. Furthermore, the study by Licata et al. shows a role for VPS4 in Ebola release similar to those reported for retroviruses. In contrast to Ebola, Marburg VP40 lacks the PTAP motif. It has been shown that the budding of MLV, which has a PPXY motif but no PTAP, is also sensitive to dominant-negative Vps4 [57]. Therefore, viral matrix proteins and retroviral Gag proteins can enter the vps pathway through either late domains. These findings suggest that L domain-containing viruses may take advantage of the cellular protein sorting machinery, ubiquitin system, and the related budding mechanisms associated with MVBs for viral assembly and release. In this regard, the association of Marburg VP40 with MVBs may reflect the usage of this mechanism by filoviruses.

The NMR structure of the TSG101 UEV domain in complex with HIV-derived PTAP peptide was recently resolved [64]. The UEV domain closely resembles ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme with a C→Y substitution in the active site that renders this protein enzymatically inactive. The PTAP peptide binds in a bifurcated groove above this vestigial active site [64]. The binding of Ala and Pro is very similar to the X-Pro (X = any amino acid) binding to the corresponding pockets in WW and SH3 domains, suggesting that this interaction also follows the general rules of the proline-rich recognition domains [64,65]. The recognition site consists in general of an X-proline binding groove and a specificity pocket that bind the upstream or downstream two amino acids. The X-p binding grooves of SH3 and WW domains consist of two aromatic amino acids (Tyr, Trp, or Phe) that embrace the proline [65]. In a similar manner, the last proline of PTAP wedges between Tyr 63 and Tyr 68 of TSG101 [64]. At the same time, the first three residues and several flanking amino acids make important contacts to stabilize the interaction. The striking similarity to the mode of binding of WW and SH3 domains suggests that...
PTAP/TSG101 interaction can be targeted in a similar manner. Nguyen et al. [66] discovered that SH3 domains do not exclusively recognize prolines, but would accept a variety of amide N-substituted residues. Based on this fact, a number of peptide-based and peptoid inhibitors were developed, some of which bind SH3 domains with 100-fold increased affinity [66]. It is conceivable that similar strategies can be used to target TSG101/PTAP interaction. The resolution of the NMR structure of the complex also paves the way to rational drug design. Given that abrogation of TSG101 expression dramatically inhibits HIV replication [57], targeting its interaction with PTAP may prove a promising therapeutic approach. The interaction is of moderate affinity (Kd 27 µM), and its disruption by small molecules is entirely realistic. If a critical role for TSG101 in the filovirus life cycle can be established, the disruption of TSG101/VP40 interaction must be seriously pursued as a therapeutic approach.

4. Filoviruses and cellular signaling

Viral proteins are often viewed as serving the sole function of viral replication in the cells. While this is certainly the main concern of the virus, these pathogens often have to modify cellular signaling environment to acquire a growth advantage. Due to the importance of the interferon (IFN) signaling pathway for cellular antiviral defense, we briefly review the recent findings on the inhibition of this pathway by filoviruses.

In many viruses, certain viral proteins subvert the immune system to evade detection and/or destruction by the host. Although there are several branches of the immune response targeted by viruses, one of the best-studied targets is the IFN signaling pathway. Both type I (IFN-α and IFN-β) and type II (IFN-γ) interferons are essential for effective antiviral responses, and their production relies on a complex pathway that is activated by a specific cytokine or ligand. Different stages of the IFN signaling pathway can be blocked by different viruses—from binding and sequestration of IFN receptor homologs, as seen in vaccinia species, to the formation of specific protein complexes such as interferon-stimulated-gene factor (ISGF) and gamma-activated factor (GAF), as observed in infection of paramyxoviruses and human parainfluenza virus [67].

Recent reports have indicated that EBOV also targets the IFN pathway, inhibiting the formation of both ISGF and GAF, as concluded by reduced binding of IFN-stimulating response elements and gamma-activated sequences and decreased secretion of IFN-α [68]. Further studies have shown that much of this inhibition can be attributed to VP35. Expression of VP35 in cells infected with an influenza deletion mutant lacking the IFN inhibitory protein NS1 restored the inhibition of IFN-α signaling [69].

To date, the specific mechanism by which VP35 disrupts IFN signaling has not been identified; however, based on observations of the mechanisms used by other viral proteins there are several possibilities. For example, the V protein of simian virus 5 targets STAT1 for proteosome-mediated degradation, while CMV reduces the levels of both JAK1 and p48, preventing the formation of ISGF3 and GAF [67]. On the other hand, VP35 may bind to double-stranded RNA, an intermediate species during viral replication that activates the IFN signaling pathway, resulting in its sequestration, similarly to influenza NS1 and the E3L protein of vaccinia virus [67]. In the absence of double-stranded RNA, protein kinase R (PKR) does not phosphorylate its substrates, ultimately resulting in the inability to activate NF-κB. Lack of NF-κB activation may lead to inability of the infected cell to produce other key cytokines crucial for mounting an effective antiviral response.

In addition to VP35, it is possible that other EBOV proteins may interfere with IFN signaling. Although immunomodulatory functions have not been assigned to other EBOV proteins, given the complexity of the IFN pathway, it is possible that EBOV proteins interact and disrupt evolution and maintenance of an antiviral state induced by IFN as well as other cytokines and host immune molecules. Further study of possible interference of filovirus proteins with cellular signaling pathways is therefore of paramount importance for understanding the filoviral life cycle.

5. Concluding remarks

Although the molecular details of the function of filovirus genes remain widely unknown, recent molecular studies summarized in this review unravel the mysteries of these highly pathogenic viruses. In particular, the functional similarities with other members of the order Mononegavirales and the distant retroviruses provide a great opportunity to perform more targeted studies on the filovirus life cycle. New findings on the cellular factors involved in viral replication open a new avenue of research both for understanding the replication mechanisms as well as for devising new therapeutic strategies. The parallels across the evolution spectrum from filoviruses to retroviruses, in utilizing such mechanisms, indicate the exciting possibility of developing wide-spectrum antiviral agents targeting the common cellular pathways.
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